This article proposes a new approach to build a 3D geological model calibrated to well data using an adaptive neural network taking into account pre stack or post stack seismic behavior.
Introduction
Building or updating a robust geological 3D model with quantification of the uncertainties for oil and gas recovery is a sensitive process which requires time and high-level scientific expertise. The current article proposes new alternative ways to help the geoscientist to deliver a less biased geological model calibrated at wells within a shorter time frame. The main workflow aims at propagating sedimentary and fluid content from wells to a dedicated area using an adaptive neural network taking into account pre stack or post stack seismic behaviors. The principles of the method and the first preliminary results will be applied to a case study.
Workflow
Sedimentary and fluid content of the penetrated reservoir are precise enough at the well location but have to be upscaled to match the seismic data. The upscaling can be achieved either manually and/or using an automatic classification approach. When reliable seismic data is available, time migrated pre stack data are used to generate different seismic cubes and by-products for reservoir characterization and delimitation. These output cubes can be pre or post stack data. The result of the propagation is highly dependent on the quality of the well to seismic calibration. Despite the importance of the main step mentioned above the current article focuses uniquely on the description of the adaptive neuronal network and the results obtained. The results will be compared in order to analyze the following subjects: -the comparison of the automatic model with the current deterministic model produced by the geoscientist using the same input data set; -the comparison of a new geological model using a pre stack time migrated collection of angle gathers only with both models mentioned above.
Supervised classifcation technology
The experience acquired in seismic data classification has shown us the limits of clustering techniques when reservoir characterization matters. Standard classification algorithms are often influenced by data density more than data characteristics. This has leaded us to imagine a classification method that would get the class information at the well location and propagate it at the seismic scale. The objective of our supervised classification method is to show up rock properties through seismic attribute values and well log properties. The key note of our method is to base the neural network learning on well defined classes and on expert input such as fuzzy training data ( Figure 1 ).
Neural network properties
The relationship established between facies groups and seismic attributes is generally not linear. This assumption leads us to prefer the utilization of a multi-layer neural network (Hastie et al., 2002) . The number of neurons by class in each layer is determined by the proportion of samples by class in the training data. We deduce a training set from well facies groups and seismic attributes extracted along well trajectories. As this training data stems from wells, we consider it as robust information. However the number of data to classify is large compared to the training data population. The sequence of the several neural network layers allows us to progressively propagate the classes through the data by determining fuzzy information throughout the process. As a complement of information, the expert can specify confidence areas the algorithm will use to stabilize neuron positions. This information is taken into account during the neural network training with a specific weighting. The network activation functions can be modified depending on the data it aims to approximate. In some cases it may seem more appropriate to place neurons along class borders rather than in the data density.
Propagation rule 
Supervised classification of prestack data
Commonly used prediction rules only give a class affectation since they are based on a distance criterion. The lack of information about uncertainty has brought us to develop a Bayesian based affectation rule. This decision method is based on a local Gaussian mixture that defines local density functions. The a posteriori probability is computed using Bayes theorem. The affectation is then done following a maximum probability rule or a best discrimination rule. This step can be seen as an additional layer to the neural network that gives us probability affectations for each class.
Cross-validation
The generalization performance of a classification method relates to its prediction capability on dependent test data. Assessment of this performance is important in practice, since it gives a measure of the quality of the chosen classification method. Ideally, if we had enough data, we would set a validation set and use it to assess the performance of the prediction model. Since data are often scarce, this is usually not possible. Probably, the simplest and most widely used method for estimating prediction error is cross-validation, also called rotation estimation.
Cross-validation is the statistical technique that consists in partitioning a dataset into subsets such that the training phase is initially performed on a single subset, while the other subset(s) are retained for subsequent use in confirming and validating the initial training phase. The leave-one-out cross-validation (Hastie et al., 2002 ) uses a single data from the original dataset as the validation data, and the remaining observations as the training data. This is repeated such that each observation in the dataset is used once as the validation data, producing an average prediction error, also named leave-one-out cross-validation error.
Facies Smoothing
In some cases, however, the classification results are affected by noise from the input seismic data and/or horizon surfaces used to define the interval of analysis. These and other issues can generate isolated voxels of anomalous classes, which change rapidly and arbitrarily, making the results less interpretable. These "noisy" class codes must be changed in order to obtain more continuous class distributions for improved stratigraphic and other type of geological interpretation. Classic smoothing operations based on averaging of neighboring points can not be used for this purpose since classes are non ordered discrete values (each class is unique in terms of data definition). In order to solve this problem, a specific class smoothing technique has been used to remove noise and spurious anomalies resulting from the classification process. This unique methodology (Peloso et al., 2005) is implemented and performed in two basic steps: First, the smoothing operation detects isolated classes or holes using mathematical morphology tools. Second, new classes are assigned using estimating techniques based on the spatial distribution and conditional probabilities.
Application to Western Africa turbidites: main results
The deep offshore Oligocene-aged turbidite reservoirs analyzed in the following papers are made of successive confined to unconfined sand deposits. Lobes, unconfined channels to confined erosive channels are the main kind of deposits. Three main deposition phases have been described starting by initiation phase characterized by immature deposits such as early channels, followed by highly amalgamated channel deposits (Western part) or lobe deposits (Eastern part). Last phase corresponds to the system's abandonment and is made of poorly sandy to shaly channels. The oil field described in this article is composed of several fairways, one at the west is more channelized and has been penetrated by two side tracks , another to the eastern part, penetrated by a well, is more sheet-like deposits. Only this eastern fair way will be described in this article. Northern trap limit is controlled by a major East West fault. The eastern and western limits are controlled by nondeposition. The oil-bearing reservoir is dipping southward where seismic dimming seems to match with isobaths. Three exploration wells have penetrated the targeted series which are currently at a burial depth of approximately 2000 meters. The water depth exceeds 1000 meters. The AVO/AVA response is considered good enough for characterization on time migrated Kirchoff dataset, despite a mix of class II and class III behaviour. Elastic Joint inversion is available and has driven the deterministic model. The current deterministic geological model is based on a peak/through picking carried out on near sub-stacks with caution of impedance and far amplitude. Individual reservoir units have been characterized by architectural elements maps, related by the geoscientist to the sedimentary facies and inferred to reservoir properties. These architectural elements maps are provided by manual interpretation of the layer computation of the main data sets: impedance, near, far, coherency. Reconstructions of facies groups have been analyzed at the wells location for various combinations of input seismic data sets (pre or post stack), in order to understand the sensitivity of the input seismic data on the final delivery.
The reconstruction rate at well locations is generally very good (Table 1 and Figure 2 ). The two main sets of seismic data which achieve a very good rate of reconstruction are the combination of the input seismic data used for the deterministic model and the time migrated angle gather collection. The rates are slightly better for the first data set as the elastic inversion already takes into account well information.
Sub stack data set Pre stack data set Table 1 : Reconstruction rates at well locations for both data sets. Reconstruction rates at well locations for both data sets.
Reconstruction for each exploration well. The first track corresponds to the facies groups. The predictions have been superimposed to the facies groups on the three following tracks. The stick height indicates the predicted facies group value. The reconstruction rates are high on all wells.
: Smoothed facies group volume based on near, mid, far angles, IPR, PR and coherency. pre stack data.
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Supervised classification of prestack data
The facies group volume obtained with the same data set as used by the geoscientist ( inversion and coherency) is smooth and shows a good continuity of the main reservoirs comparison with the deterministic model indicates a good correlation for sedimentary body delimitations, although in some areas, the reservoir milliseconds downwards and therefore is not aligned with the picking of reservoir units on the near angle well. The first track corresponds to the facies groups. The predictions have been superimposed to the facies groups on the three following tracks. The stick height indicates the predicted facies group value.
The facies group volume obtained with the same data set as used by the geoscientist (three inversion and coherency) is smooth and shows a good continuity of the main reservoirs comparison with the deterministic model indicates a good correlation for sedimentary body delimitations, although in some areas, the reservoir s downwards and therefore is not aligned with the picking of reservoir units on the near angle well. The first track corresponds to the facies groups. The predictions have been superimposed to the facies groups on the three following tracks. The stick height indicates the predicted facies group value.
The facies group volume obtained with the same data set as three angles sub stac inversion and coherency) is smooth and shows a good continuity of the main reservoirs ( Figure  comparison with the deterministic model indicates a good correlation for sedimentary body delimitations, although in seems to be shifted s downwards and therefore is not aligned with the picking of reservoir units on the near angle well. The first track corresponds to the facies groups. The predictions have been superimposed to the facies groups on the three following tracks. The stick height indicates the predicted facies group value.
The facies group volume obtained with the same data set as sub stacks, elastic inversion and coherency) is smooth and shows a good (Figure 3 ). The comparison with the deterministic model indicates a good correlation for sedimentary body delimitations, although in seems to be shifted a few s downwards and therefore is not aligned with the picking of reservoir units on the near angle sub stack well. The first track corresponds to the facies groups. The predictions have been superimposed to the facies groups on the three following tracks. The stick height indicates the predicted facies group value.
The facies group volume obtained with the same data set as s, elastic inversion and coherency) is smooth and shows a good . The comparison with the deterministic model indicates a good correlation for sedimentary body delimitations, although in a few s downwards and therefore is not aligned with sub stack.
This may be due to the misalignment of some input datasets over parts of the area. Regarding the water the prediction is discarded. The predicted "water bearing sands" seem to be randomly placed on the facies group cube. Architectural elements manually defined for each sub unit would be quite different on the fac
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Conclusions
We have developed a unique supervised classification technique that takes into account both facies defined at wells and expert geologist knowledge as fuzzy training data. The final result interpretation. This probabilistic propagation method is still under investigation and should allow a better control of the facies cube frequency in the near future. This method pro positions. validation, we used to validate the algorithm have shown the robustness of the prediction in well areas. post stack correlation with architecture elements maps sedimentary body delimitation. However, there exists some misalignment with reservoir pickings and fluid sand located. The results on angle gather data should be improved by flattening it in selected areas.
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